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Mixed naming compounds crossword puzzle answers

Do you know the names of the elements from their icons?. Todd Helmenstine Crossword puzzles are not only interesting, but can also be a good way to practice spelling unfamiliar words, like the names of elements on the circulatory table. The clues to this printable crossword puzzle are symbols for some of the first
elements. A key answer to the crossword puzzle is provided on the next page. A clue will always be written in the same part of the speech as the answer. Check for clues that call the answer ending in S, ED, EST, or ING. Often these endings can be pencil (but not always). Checking the crossers of those answers can
assist in verifying if the end applies. For example, if both horizontal and downward clues are multiples for two answers that cross into the last letter, it is most likely that the letter is 'S'. From abroad will be flagged directly, Friend: Fr. = AMI or indirectly, Friend, in France. The abbreviated answer is specified directly,
Whistlestop (Abbr.) = STA or indirectly with an acronym as part of the clue, RR stop = STA. Cluing conventions are the accepted standard for American-style puzzles.
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